**Grant Title:** THE HARRY FRANK GUGGENHEIM FOUNDATION (HFG) RESEARCH GRANTS

**Area of Research:** proposals that promise to increase understanding of the causes, manifestations, and control of violence, aggression, and dominance.

**Application Deadline:** New applications must be received by August 1, for a decision in December.

**Amount:** HFG ordinarily makes awards in the range of $15,000 to $30,000 a year. Applications for larger amounts and longer durations must be very strongly justified.

**Length of Support:** One or two years. All awards, however, are for one-year terms initially. Further funding of projects tentatively approved for more than one year will require annual applications for continuation.

**Eligible Applicants:** HFG awards research grants to individuals for individual projects and does not award grants to institutions for institutional programs. For administrative convenience, a grantee may choose for the foundation to pay grant funds to an institution on behalf of the grantee, rather than to the grantee directly.

**Agency/Department:** The Harry Frank Guggenheim Foundation (HFG)

**Summary:** The Harry Frank Guggenheim Foundation (HFG) welcomes proposals from any of the natural and social sciences and the humanities that promise to increase understanding of the causes, manifestations, and control of violence, aggression, and dominance. Highest priority is given to research that can increase understanding and amelioration of urgent problems of violence, aggression, and dominance in the modern world.

Particular questions that interest HFG concern violence, aggression, and dominance in relation to social change, the socialization of children, intergroup conflict, interstate warfare, crime, family relationships, and investigations of the control of aggression and violence. Research with no useful relevance to understanding human problems will not be supported, nor will proposals to investigate urgent social problems where the foundation cannot be assured that useful, sound research can be done. Priority will also be given to areas and methodologies not receiving adequate attention and support from other funding sources.

**Detailed Information:** [http://www.hfg.org/rg/guidelines.htm](http://www.hfg.org/rg/guidelines.htm)